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Ticket Policy Review—Congress Passes Allocations

By Cathy John

Student Congress
Staff Correspondent

Two major resolutions were passed at the last Student Congress meeting held this past Sunday evening. The first resolution granted the treasurer of Student Congress, Liz Flynn, power to allocate a total of $6,200 to various clubs and student organizations around campus. A total of $1,200 is available in club allocations, but not all but have been given out. Major allocations include $1,000 to Big Brothers and Sisters, $500 to the Rugby Club, and the Council for Exceptional Children, and $500 to the Feminist Movement.

The second resolution, which passed by a vote of 28 to five against and six abstentions, stated that a coupon booklet be purchased for season's tickets to basketball games. The proposal, which is still in the planning stages, was developed by Dennis McEnery, which is still in the planning stages. McEnery, Father McGreevy, and may not have been given out. Major allocations include $1,000 to Big Brothers and Sisters, $500 to the Rugby Club, and the Council for Exceptional Children, and $500 to the Feminist Movement.

The second resolution, which passed by a vote of 28 to five against and six abstentions, stated that a coupon booklet be purchased for season's tickets to basketball games. The proposal, which is still in the planning stages, was developed by Dennis McEnery, Father McGreevy, and may not have been given out. Major allocations include $1,000 to Big Brothers and Sisters, $500 to the Rugby Club, and the Council for Exceptional Children, and $500 to the Feminist Movement.

Students’ Residence Ablaze

By Nancy O’Neill

A fire occurred at 596 Smith St., the residence of nine Providence College students, on Monday night, September 20. Only two of the tenants were home and both escaped safely. The fire, which began in the basement of the house, is of unknown-to-suspicious origin. It was discovered at 2:15 p.m. by first floor tenant Chris Falino. Commented Falino, “I smelled smoke and heard a cracking noise; I went into the kitchen pantry and flames waist high shot out of the floor.” Falino attempted to extinguish the blaze; however, the fire extinguisher failed to work.

Besides fire damage, the building also suffered from smoke and water damage. Upsix tenants Debbie Blaske, Sue Lind and Cathy Smith have permanently relocated. However, first floor tenants Steve Callahan, Mike Dunn, Mike Fay and Chris Falinos plan to move back into the apartment this week, provided that renovations are completed. Temporarily, they are living in the residence of nine Providence College students, on Monday night, September 20. Only two of the tenants were home and both escaped safely. The fire, which began in the basement of the house, is of unknown-to-suspicious origin.

Attention Freshman Commuters and Residents

VOTE

FOR PRESIDENT
NO. 2 ON THE BALLOT

ELECT NO. 5 ON THE BALLOT

SUSAN KENNEDY

for ’85 VICE PRESIDENT
EXPERIENCED RESOURCESFUL
Points of Interest

ALLAS SMITH & JONES, 50 Main St., E. Greenwich, 864-0768.
ALLARY, 108 North Main St., Providence, 751-1200.
BASEBALL CLINIC, 79 Duke St., East Greenwich, 884-3316.
BASEBALL MEMORIAL, 250 Main St., Providence, 231-9166.
BLACK STALLION INN, 376 High St., Providence, 433-9166.
BON VUE INN, 1230 Ocean Rd., Narragansett, 789-0700.
BRANDYWINE'S, 66 North Main St., Providence, 274-7540.
BROWN UNIVERSITY, 1000 Main St., Providence, 863-3142.
CAPRICCIO, corner of Dyer and Broadway, Providence, 274-7540.
CISO'S, 42 Cherry St., Woonsocket, 762-9567.
CLIO'S, 426 Main St., Providence, 272-5525.
COAST GUARD HOUSE, Ocean Rd., Narragansett, 789-0700.
CONRAD'S, 431 Cherry St., Woonsocket, 762-9567.
THE COURT, 108 Charles St., N. Providence, 728-4500.
CLUB CALIFORNIA, Rt. 6, Swansea, Mass., 617-671-9050.
MATT MULCAHY'S, 725 Hope St., Providence, 433-9166.
THE CHANNEL, 25 N. Main St., Boston, Mass., 617-451-1900.

Class of '83 Sale of Ring Weekend
9 a.m.-9 p.m., Slavin 217

French Club Meeting
2:30-3:30 p.m., Slavin 203

Chess Club
4 p.m., McDermott 14

Phi Chi Meeting
7 p.m., Slavin 203

Circle K Meeting with Speaker on Special Olympics
7 p.m., Slavin 217

Prayer Meeting
9:30 p.m., Guzman Chapel

Counseling Center Notes

The Placement Service at the Counseling and Career Planning Center has three fundamental objectives:

1. To provide students to develop a credible degree of employability.
2. To provide students with a high-quality and challenging on-campus recruitment program.
3. To educate students on the realities of organizing and managing a professional job campaign (off-campus as well as on campus).
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Senator Pell Warns:

Student Aid Is Endangered

At an address made on Tuesday, Sept. 28, 1981, Senator Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.) warned that the administration's proposed reduction of aid for thousands of Rhode Island students and the very existence of these aid programs are endangered by administration proposals.

"The storm warnings are up," Pell said. "Today I assertion that officials of Salve Regina College meeting in Providence "...we have an administration that either does not understand or at least does not accept the premise that our national government has an important role to play in the education of our people."

"We have a very strong feeling that here in this administration who would just as soon see the federal government out of education altogether. The truth may be somewhere in between, but that does not alter the fact that student aid programs will continue to be fair game for deep and possibly crippling cuts in the years ahead."

Pell said about 16,000 Rhode Island students now receive Pell Grants, formerly Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, and the administration's initial proposals would have knocked more than 3,900 out of the program. He said he strongly opposed the proposals and they were rejected by the Congress. "We are encouraging as this may be," he cautioned, "the battle on behalf of the Pell Grants is by no means over."

"The cuts that are being made in student aid programs will be painfully mean over in making its decisions. Congress established a budget level of $8.45 billion for the Pell Grant program for fiscal 1982. If there were appropriations in this amount, there would be sufficient funds for about 2.5 million Pell Grants to be awarded for the 1982-83 school year. Unfortunately, this is not a sure thing."

The appropriation, he said, will be somewhere between $2.3 billion and $2.65 billion. He added that the $700 million in Pell funds for about 2.5 million Pell Grants to be awarded for the 1982-83 school year. Unfortunately, this is not a sure thing."

The appropriation, he said, will be somewhere between $2.3 billion and $2.65 billion. He added that the $700 million in Pell funds for about 2.5 million Pell Grants to be awarded for the 1982-83 school year. Unfortunately, this is not a sure thing.

Marquette Rejects

"Anti Marxism" Group

Milwaukee WI (CPS)

Planting what is supposed to be a radical shift to right opinion on campus, the Marquette University student government has refused to recognize a new, conservative student group because of anti-communist propaganda general in the United States.

The rejection means the group cannot get any student funding until it gets a chart and on weekends if necessary. At the reference desk or call 224-2242 to make an appointment.

The Associated Students of Marquette University officially refused to recognize the group, which is known as the Campus Research Foundation, which is suspected of being an anti-communist propaganda group by the administration.

This is the last move by ASPM members to admit the rejection was largely the result of anti-Marxism toward the groups political stance.

Student Aid Is Endangered

Aids In Referencing

Again this year, the reference staff of the
department of Library Services is offering students a special "customized reference service." Last year, this service was designed especially to assist students working on lengthy research projects requiring extensive use of library materials.

Any interested student may arrange an appointment to meet personally with a reference librarian for up to half an hour of individualized instruction on research methods, as well as assistance in locating material relevant to the student's particular subject.

Appointments will generally be made on all weekdays and evenings Monday through Friday. Students can be accommodated in the mornings and on weekends if necessary. At the time the appointment is made, the student will be expected to bring with him or her a reference research topic in sufficient detail to allow the librarian to identify the most appropriate research materials.

Although students who are assigned to upper-level courses requiring projects involving library research, because the reference staff is small, a limited number of students can be accommodated.

Aids In Referencing

October 16th

World Food Day

By Jane Gariepy

More than 500 million people in the world today suffer from malnutrition. Of these, children are the worst afflicted. Millions die each year from hunger-related illness and disease. On Friday, October 16, people around the world will join together to show their commitment to ending this problem. This day will be known as "World Food Day," the anniversary of the founding of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, (FAO). World Food Day will be a global event, with activities planned in 125 countries throughout the world.

In the United States, a national committee for World Food Day has been formed. It is working closely with the FAO and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to promote activities for the event.

The committee will sell tickets at a reduced rate to PC students for the performances of Annie tonight and tomorrow night at the Ocean State Theatre. Coming up October 16th, there will be a trip to Boston for the Regatta on the Charles River. Buses that day will also bring students to Fenway Park for the Red Sox game.

World Food Exhibit on October 16th

The committee is sponsoring a trip to the American Museum of Natural History. The Friars will be playing in the Canadian Cup Hockey Tournament.

"Though the travel committee does provide many entertaining trips it also provides useful services, such as the buses home for students who live in Connecticut, New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts.," according to Walsh. Kaminski adds that the travel committee is attempting to provide a wide range of interesting trips at a rate within a student's budget."

Everyone can find something interesting in the calendar of events.
All The Comforts Of Home?

By Marianne Malloy

Each spring, many students can be seen roaming the streets near the Providence College campus carrying slips of paper with the names and addresses of prospective landlords, in search of “that perfect apartment.” Once the apartment is found, the new tenants go home for summer vacation and prepare for the exodus to off-campus living.

Steve Duryea, president of the Off Campus Resident Organization (OCRO) sees the move off campus as one which makes students “independent, more on their own, and more responsible.” This is echoed by Mary Melley, ‘82, who sees the biggest advantage to living off campus as “more independence to come and go as one pleases.”

Paul Pelletier, ‘82, contends that his move off campus was prompted by “the constraints imposed on students our age by the school.” The biggest advantage to Pelletier is “simply eating what you like when you like.” Although this is something minor, there is an advantage in having that freedom versus paying for 19 full meals a week on campus, which rarely get eaten.

Debora Whitaker, ‘82, sees living off campus as “a good middle step between the unrealistic world of the dorms to the realities of being on your own, such as bills and landlords.”

When asked what off campus students saw as the biggest disadvantage to living off, bills and landlords were the most mentioned. One student said “the biggest disadvantage was paying bills.” It requires more time and responsibility but he also saw living off as “much more enjoyable” than living on campus.

Conditions in off campus apartments, according to Duryea “vary from landlord to landlord. If students are willing to put time and energy in to their apartments, to paint or make improvements, many landlords will be willing to back them monetarily. Basically, you get out of your apartment whatever you put into it.”

Accordingly, Jane Driscoll, ‘82, said “my apartment is fine. We did have a pit we were supposed to live in, but we found this last minute. We were lucky.” Apartment availability doesn’t seem to be a problem. Students are able to select a place where they want to live versus settling for whatever they can get. Any problems which do arise are often connected with the landlord.

In the next issue of The Cowl, the landlords’ view will be explored.
LYNCHBURG, VA (CPS) -- Ricky Johnson, a sweet-faced and good-natured student, was attired to a woman he saw on campus one day. Like other student, Johnson figured the logical approach was to ask her for a date. But unlike most students, Johnson needed his dean's permission to do it.

Permission to date is nothing unusual at Liberty Baptist College, where Johnson was enrolled. Liberty Baptist is the fundamentalist preacher Jerry Falwell's electronic ministry. Falwell, who is best known as the president of the Moral Majority, feels students need administration consent before going on a date, which must then be spent in a designated dating area.

As Johnson discovered, the administration doesn't always go along with student dating wishes, especially if — as in Johnson's case — the two students are not of the same race.

But such is life at Liberty Baptist, which Falwell opened in September, 1971, as an academic antidote to "the spiritual condition of this country..." Falwell contends that the college is the last bastion against the growing tide of permissiveness that is leading to "the cultural shock. The rules are clean-cut, but you don't actually understand until you live with them."

There is, for example, the elaborate reprimand system. Students can receive reprimands for engaging in a wide array of recreational activities. Marijuana is strictly forbidden, as is drinking, dancing and going to movies.

Rock music, which Falwell considers the "devil's anthem," is absolutely prohibited. So is country and western music.

Students can be suspended for swearing, eavesdropping, reading pornography, or visiting the dorm (including the lobby) of a member of the opposite sex. Automatic expulsion occurs if a student uses drugs, joins a demonstration, or has engaged in immoral behavior.

But the administration feels that students don't have much of a chance to sin. Dorm officials inspect their living quarters daily, while a guard oversees the single road entrance to the campus. Students must sign out before leaving. They have to be back by 10:30 p.m. on weekdays and 11:30 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

Once in, Prayer Leaders conduct devotions at curfew times. The prayer sessions, like twice-weekly attendance at Falwell's Thomas Road Baptist Church, are mandatory.

Faculty members also must adhere to rigid standards. "No way will we hire a divorced person for our faculty," asserts associate Dean Glenn Sumrall.

Teachers must "set Christian examples for the students." They must avoid dancing and drinking beer, although Guillerman notes that "we don't go around looking in refrigerators."

All of which makes for a quiet, well-ordered presence in the community. Normal town-gown relations are nonexistent at Liberty. Students are not of the same race. Students are not allowed to date other students. Teachers must "set Christian examples for the students."

Gary Johnson, a sweet-faced and good-natured student, was attracted to a woman he saw on campus. Like other student, Johnson figured the logical approach was to ask her for a date. But unlike most students, Johnson needed his dean's permission to do it.

Permission to date is nothing unusual at Liberty Baptist College, where Johnson was enrolled. Liberty Baptist is the fundamentalist preacher Jerry Falwell's electronic ministry. Falwell, who is best known as the president of the Moral Majority, feels students need administration consent before going on a date, which must then be spent in a designated dating area.

As Johnson discovered, the administration doesn't always go along with student dating wishes, especially if — as in Johnson's case — the two students are not of the same race.

But such is life at Liberty Baptist, which Falwell opened in September, 1971, as an academic antidote to "the spiritual condition of this country..." Falwell contends that the college is the last bastion against the growing tide of permissiveness that is leading to "the cultural shock. The rules are clean-cut, but you don't actually understand until you live with them."

There is, for example, the elaborate reprimand system. Students can receive reprimands for engaging in a wide array of recreational activities. Marijuana is strictly forbidden, as is drinking, dancing and going to movies.

Rock music, which Falwell considers the "devil's anthem," is absolutely prohibited. So is country and western music.

Students can be suspended for swearing, eavesdropping, reading pornography, or visiting the dorm (including the lobby) of a member of the opposite sex. Automatic expulsion occurs if a student uses drugs, joins a demonstration, or has engaged in immoral behavior.

But the administration feels that students don't have much of a chance to sin. Dorm officials inspect their living quarters daily, while a guard oversees the single road entrance to the campus. Students must sign out before leaving. They have to be back by 10:30 p.m. on weekdays and 11:30 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

Once in, Prayer Leaders conduct devotions at curfew times. The prayer sessions, like twice-weekly attendance at Falwell's Thomas Road Baptist Church, are mandatory.

Faculty members also must adhere to rigid standards. "No way will we hire a divorced person for our faculty," asserts associate Dean Glenn Sumrall.

Teachers must "set Christian examples for the students." They must avoid dancing and drinking beer, although Guillerman notes that "we don't go around looking in refrigerators."

All of which makes for a quiet, well-ordered presence in the community. Normal town-gown relations are nonexistent at Liberty. Students are not of the same race. Students are not allowed to date other students. Teachers must "set Christian examples for the students."
COUNSELING CENTER

SENIORS!

MONTHLY BID SCHEDULE — OCTOBER — FOR ON-CAMPUS JOB INTERVIEWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISIT DATE</th>
<th>PLACE BIDS ON</th>
<th>ORGANIZATION/EMPLOYER</th>
<th>POSITION(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCT. 19</td>
<td>OCT. 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>LEVER BROS.</td>
<td>SALES, to retail accounts. *Management or Mkt. Majors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT. 22</td>
<td>OCT. 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>TIME DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, INC.</td>
<td>SALES, to Retail Accounts *Mgt. or Mkt. Majors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT. 28</td>
<td>OCT. 13</td>
<td>TEXAS INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>COMPUTER SCIENCE, or business majors with knowledge of COBOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT. 29</td>
<td>OCT. 13</td>
<td>ANACONDA METAL METAL HOSE—A DIV. OF ARCO</td>
<td>SALES, to Industrial Accounts *All Majors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOV. 5</td>
<td>OCT. 19, 20</td>
<td>XEROX</td>
<td>SALES, to Business Accounts *All Majors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOV. 5</td>
<td>OCT. 19, 20</td>
<td>NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY</td>
<td>COMPUTER SCIENCE Comp. Sci., Math, Physics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WORKSHOPS

"WRITING AN EFFECTIVE RESUME" — OCT. 13—7 P.M. — SLAVIN CENTER 203
"PRACTICING FOR YOUR JOB INTERVIEW" — OCT. 27—7 P.M. — SLAVIN CENTER 203
OCT. 28 — 2:30 P.M. — SLAVIN CENTER 203

SENIORS & JUNIORS

You are invited to the following career presentations. Be sure to come. And bring a friend!

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS with the U.S. FOREIGN SERVICE — Oct. 13 — 4:30 p.m.
Slavin Center 203

John B. McGrath, retired Economic and Commercial Officer in the European and West Africa areas.
Robert C. Hill, retired Political and Economic Officer in the Eastern Mediterranean area.
The presenters have had experience in helping to facilitate business ventures in their areas as well as helping to facilitate government to government relations.

CAREER WITH XEROX
Oct. 14 — 7:00 p.m. — Slavin Center ‘64 Hall
Mr. Dennis Marten, Sales Planning Manager

BANKING IN THE 80's — A CAREER FOR YOU WITH CHASE MANHATTAN BANK?
Oct. 26 — 4:00 p.m. — Slavin Center ‘64 Hall
Alen Wechsler, Recruiting Officer, Chase Manhattan

SENIORS, JUNIORS!

School Representatives from the following schools will be visiting PC in the coming weeks. Take advantage of this opportunity to get realistic feedback on your future educational plans and options. These are informational meetings and are not a formal part of the application process.
Casual dress is appropriate.

LAW SCHOOL
Vermont Law School
Oct. 13, Tuesday

Catholic University Law School
Oct. 14, Wednesday

New England School of Law
Oct. 15, Thursday

Seton Hall Law School
Oct. 16, Friday

University of Connecticut Law School
Oct. 20, Tuesday

Institute for Paralegal Training
Oct. 21, Wednesday

University of Bridgeport Law School
Oct. 21, Wednesday

American University Law School
Oct. 23, Friday

California Western Law School
Oct. 28, Wednesday

GRADUATE OR MBA SCHOOLS
American Graduate School of International Management
Oct. 13, Tuesday

Rhode Island College Graduate School and Graduate School of Social Work (16 Programs of study) — Oct. 15, Thurs.
Northeastern University College of Human Development Professions
Wheelock Graduate School (Education & Special Education)
Oct. 21, Wednesday

University of Connecticut MBA Program
Oct. 22, Thursday

Pace University MBA Program
Oct. 27, Tuesday

University of Notre Dame Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Oct. 27, Tuesday

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TIME AT THE COUNSELING & CAREER PLANNING CENTER — SLAVIN 210
Editorials

Coal Conversion...Out With the Oil, In With the New

By Cathy John

On Friday morning, October 2, a notice was published at Providence College to announce a major fuel efficiency measure that is about to be brought into effect. On Thursday, PC officials received an approval from the Rhode Island Senator John H. Chafee stating that the U.S. Department of Energy has approved the college a $1.8 million dollar low-interest loan to install a new coal boiler. This boiler will be installed in the college’s existing steam piping system.

This method of burning coal has been established by Federal Regulations and the Rhode Island Clean Air Act, while at the same time saving the college a large sum of money. In addition, the nature of the coal and limestone, as established by the Environmental Protection Agency, will not only be economical, but will be trucked away from the site, thus not creating a disturbance.

Drinking Policy
Privacy Is Respected

By Karen Ryder

American have an inherent concern for the protection of their rights. For their lives, for college students concerned about their rights within the realms of the institution which they attend.

Providence College students are, at the present, particularly concerned with new, non-existing drinking age policy affects their rights. When the state of Rhode Island raised the drinking age to 21, the school was obligated to comply with the enforcement of the new law. As of September 1, 1981, 81.6 percent of the on-campus students were under age.

The problem presented the administrators with an immediate enforcement of the drinking age law, for a majority of resident students, without denying those of legal age their right to consume alcoholic beverages in their own rooms.

The policy attempts to handle this situation as best as possible. However, there is difficulty when students, particularly those who reside out of state, show little or no respect for the law. Students who live in New York or Connecticut often don’t realize that the policy was created to enforce a law that has been mandated by the State of Rhode Island. Enforcement of this law was not merely attaining to the letter of the law. It is very much like saying, “Hey, good looking!” Here I am.

“New England, even though it contains many prime preppy habitats...should not be used as a testing ground for potentially dangerous pesticides.”

Preppy pesticides are available in relatively large supply but at a rather high cost. They are under various brand names such as Channel No. 5, Old Spice, English Laundry, etc. Thus, preppy students might want to consider these pesticides for use in their homes.

Non-preppy students should also rise in protest against this proposed action. Now is the time to write angry letters to senators, representatives, local newspapers and yacht club commodities in opposition to this obnoxious and dangerous overreaction. New England, even though it contains many prime preppy habitats such as Newport, Greenwich, the Cape, and Connecticut, should be used as a testing ground for potential preppy pesticides.

The policy attempts to handle this situation as best as possible. However, there is difficulty when students, particularly those who reside out of state, show little or no respect for the law. Students who live in New York or Connecticut often don’t realize that the policy was created to enforce a law that has been mandated by the State of Rhode Island. Enforcement of this law was not merely attaining to the letter of the law. It is very much like saying, “Hey, good looking!” Here I am.

“New England, even though it contains many prime preppy habitats...should not be used as a testing ground for potentially dangerous pesticides.”
originally had doubts about Korczak. But Grassley have to return to Europe. visa, but he may eventually obtain an extension on the last week. With Grassley's Charles Grassley, R-Iowa. else­
mer agent, and he was left mer­
story, the South Africans recently went on a foray into Angola and returned with a stranger prisoner – a Soviet soldier. This raises an awkward question for the Kremlin: How many Russian soldiers doing in faraway Angola? The captured Russian has become a great embarrassment for the Russians. The South Africans have paraded him before the television cameras. He is living proof of the Kremlin's continued military aid to the Angolan government. The situation has given Acker's lawyers an idea. They hope to arrange a swap of their client in return for the captured Russian. It would seem like a fair exchange. The Russian whom Moscow pretends never went to Angola to fight for the communists in exchange for the American whom Washington claims never went to Angola to fight for the CIA. The deal would, of course, require the cooperation of the South African government. But Acker's lawyers are hopeful. They have asked the White House and the Department of Justice to help arrange the trade.

This Learning World

On Being A Jewish American

In a previous column I described some aspects of what it is like for me to be a Jewish American. Like many other members of my generation, I have been lucky enough to live a peaceful and comfortable life. Yet when I look into the recent past of my family or other members of my community, I encounter memories of horrible persecution, violence and death. Such a background is not, of course, unique to Jews, but we have our own special chapters of historical horror. How does one relate to history of this sort? Does it confer obligations on a person?

I feel that it does. Such a past suggests a stance in the present. A position with ethical, social and political content. Simply stated, one must remember, understand and thereby reflect the legacies of all kinds.

It's easy to forget. The years pass. Human psychology uses forgetting as a defense horror. Moreover, the worst of today's persecutions are in distant places. One must struggle to remember those even if they are not in the past or are remote in space.

On Being A Jewish American

By Paul Neupower, M.M.

May 13 is an important date for blacks in Brazil. It was on that date in 1888 that emancipation of the black slaves from their owners was declared by the Brazilian government. Yet more and more blacks are choosing to celebrate a different date, November 20. That date commemorates the death of Zumbi, a 17th century black who organized and encouraged runaway slaves to live in settlements as free people. And today in Brazil, blacks are continuing to seek their freedom, for emancipation without true freedom is meaningless.

Brazil has the largest black population in the world after the African nation of Nigeria. Brazil, where the government both promotes and sustains an economic miracle, owes its development to the blacks. Its early growing economy was dependent on black slaves. Even today, blacks, as a minority, probably contribute more to the economy than they receive. But as the difference between freedom and emancipation becomes more evident, Brazilian blacks aided by the Brazilian Catholic church, are seeking a new dignity.

In the diocese of Sao Paulo a new organization began last year called the Black Movement. Meeting regularly in neighbor­hood groups, blacks discuss the difficulties they encounter at work, in schools, at home, in the churches. Some sociologists and economists doing research with funds from the Nation­al Science Foundation are losing their jobs. More than half of the money that was cut from next year's budget is $4.4 million. The social scientists think their money has been eliminated largely because their findings disagree with What the government and social programs and the economy.

— An internal Justice Department audit charges that members of the U.S. Peace Commission are set­
ing a bad example for prison­ers. Some commissioners have been traveling around the country without authorization on the taxpayers' tab. They've run up huge bills for food, tips for drivers, tele­phines, and Justice Depart­ment officials have ordered the commissioners to curtail their junketing.

Finding Freedom in Brazil

By Paul Neupower, M.M.

May 13 is an important date for blacks in Brazil. It was on that date in 1888 that emancipation of the black slaves from their owners was declared by the Brazilian government. Yet more and more blacks are choosing to celebrate a different date, November 20. That date commemorates the death of Zumbi, a 17th century black who organized and encouraged runaway slaves to live in settlements as free people. And today in Brazil, blacks are continuing to seek their freedom, for emancipation without true freedom is meaningless.

Brazil has the largest black population in the world after the African nation of Nigeria. Brazil, where the government both promotes and sustains an economic miracle, owes its development to the blacks. Its early growing economy was dependent on black slaves. Even today, blacks, as a minority, probably contribute more to the economy than they receive. But as the difference between freedom and emancipation becomes more evident, Brazilian blacks aided by the Brazilian Catholic church, are seeking a new dignity.

In the diocese of Sao Paulo a new organization began last year called the Black Movement. Meeting regularly in neighbor­hood groups, blacks discuss the difficulties they encounter at work, in schools, at home, in the churches. Some sociologists and economists doing research with funds from the Nation­al Science Foundation are losing their jobs. More than half of the money that was cut from next year's budget is $4.4 million. The social scientists think their money has been eliminated largely because their findings disagree with What the government and social programs and the economy.
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Farewell Fr. Haladus

By Jody McNamara

Rev. Jerome Haladus O.P. departed Monday, October 5, from the campus to become the Universita S. Tommaso in Rome. Italy. Fr. Haladus is originally from Cleveland, Ohio, and has been a member of the PC faculty for the past four years. He has taught in the philosophy department and served as assistant director of campus ministry for one year. Fr. Haladus also helped organize and direct a marriage encounter movement for the diocese over the past nine years. He has counseled hundreds of couples and has helped open lines of communication within their marriages.

Father Haladus is among the many PC priests who received their doctorate at the Universita S. Thomas. He has accepted a permanent position in Rome although he plans various visits back to the states.

Father Haladus reflected on the new culture he will become a part of and chucked at the thought of beginning marriage encounter sessions in Rome. The culture is very different there. Father Haladus conjures up the image of the barefoot, pregnant woman straining with bundles for her hubby's meal. There is no liberal woman per se. The openess and quietness that exists in American marriage is far less prevalent from Italy in particular.

A Bon-Voyage party was held in the Rav last Sunday evening. Father Haladus received many fond farewells. "As anywhere, the students, faculty, couples and fellow Dominicans will be missed."

But Father Haladus will carry the friendly PC spirit with him wherever he may travel.

By Sue Robertson

"Women in Business" would make a great topic for discussion," someone has observed. Last Monday night one such discussion took place at the last Resort. The panel consisted of Ms. Carol Lynch, a member of the business administration faculty at PC, Christine Jenkins, an underwriter for Marine Casualty Insurance; Deborah Melino-Vender, marketing coordinator for Marathron Group; Fram Vender, marketing coordinator for Marathon Group; Fram Vender, marketing coordinator for Marathon Group; and a diverse array of hot drinks and a delightful dessert bar prepared by the staff.

By Judy McNamara

"Fond farewells..." as anywhere, it is most often frequented by the student body. One of the students mentioned the image of the barefoot, pregnant woman conjured up by Fr. Haladus. The image of a "warm up" for the weekend is frequently rehearsed by students when there is an eviction notice. Buy why this student is looking elsewhere for their weekend attraction on campus. Although the places do achieve distance, the very solidity and centrality of the forms make for an uneasy movement from foreground to background. The landscapes show how the "soft" and the "hard" are in the interplay of confidence as the forms fade and vanish, dissolve in the distance of the canvas. Still, the paintings have an almost delightful naive quality to them and an overwhelming presence of colors that form a familiar expression.

The exhibit of Ida Schmulowitz's oil paintings are the finishing touches to the "soft" and the "hard." Ms. Schmulowitz has been attending the "Women in Business" would make a great topic for discussion, it is most often frequented by the student body. One of the students mentioned the image of the barefoot, pregnant woman conjured up by Fr. Haladus. The image of a "warm up" for the weekend is frequently rehearsed by students when there is an eviction notice. Buy why this student is looking elsewhere for their weekend attraction on campus. Although the places do achieve distance, the very solidity and centrality of the forms make for an uneasy movement from foreground to background. The landscapes show how the "soft" and the "hard" are in the interplay of confidence as the forms fade and vanish, dissolve in the distance of the canvas. Still, the paintings have an almost delightful naive quality to them and an overwhelming presence of colors that form a familiar expression.
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Attention Marketing Majors:
Compete for Cash!

New York, N.Y., September 1981 — Philip Morris Incorporated has announced its Thirteenth Annual Marketing-Communications Competition for Students. The competition provides an opportunity for students nationwide to sharpen their marketing and communications skills.

A first place award of $2,000, a second place award of $1,000, and a third place award of $500 will be presented to the winning teams in both the graduate and undergraduate categories. In addition, student representatives and faculty advisors will be invited to corporate headquarters in New York City to discuss their projects with Philip Morris executives.

Students are invited to develop marketing communications projects related to Philip Morris Incorporated or any of its major brands. Have you listened to WDOM lately?

Attention Freshmen
V O T E
DAN Mc M o r r o w
for Vice-President
No. 1 on the Ballot

Attention Freshmen
V O T E
Dottie Manning
for Vice-President
CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
LAST ON THE BALLOT BUT FIRST IN MIND!
Thoughts While Not Shaving

By S.J.J. (Veg) McGuire

Our professors are, as our brethren, searching for the elusive acute analysis by all of us. We want to know (and we need to know our own survival in a sense) what is Darwin even imagined? What makes our professors tick, what motivates them, what pleases them? What makes the wrong way. Commonly, we try to discover the true personality of our professors, we make a theory and we modify our theory according to their personality as we receive more information from our observances and our colleagues. Yesterday, while I was not shaving, I theorized that one of my professors had an anal character.

"(New wait a minute...although the reader is always free to search for the comported meaning of any written phrase, it should be announced beforehand that the writer of this column is a psychology major and intends to clarify what has been expressed.)"

Introductory psychology allows one to sample the theories of many psychologists and Sigmund Freud's "Psychosexual Development" is no less interesting than any other theory. If you have not taken the course, you should, for it allows the person the opportunity to pick and choose the teachers while giving it a smack of respectability. It is not surprising that the teachers has, nevertheless, been with us since before Sigmund Freud. The majority of them are without psychosexual labels but it might not get printed in The Cowl.

So, if one is so bold as to publicly judge another as an anal character, one had just as well as possible what one means.

The anal stage of development occurs between one and three years old. (Give or take several months for maturational differences.) Our personal preferences: some of us just take longer at these things than others.

When the child has developed bodily control, the act of elimination becomes a central event in his life. Hopefully, as college students, we've learned to place higher value on other daily events rather than on the immediate physiological needs. (Some of us are dehumanized, you know.)

The anal stage is a challenge for the infant. It's never to go altogether, there are times when one must do that implies difficulty. How well the child overcomes the difficulties of toilet training will determine certain personality traits that may be demonstrated throughout life. Now, I do not wish to bring back any drabness, unanswerable or tragic memories to any of my readers. Some of you will blush just recalling those intimate moments! Because I know that many of my readers are sensitive to discussions of their foibles during the anal stage, I will console you by making public this confession: I, too, have met with difficulties at a tender age. I confess that I was fixated in the oral stage. I will respectfully request, however, that this information not leave the Providence College community. My lawyer is prepared to tackle The National Enquirer in court.

The oral stage proceeds the anal stage. From birth to the first birthday. Yes, readers, I enjoyed the oral stage! I was in no hurry to enter the turbulent world of the "terrible two." And why should I move on? I had a cushy job, they treated me well, the hours were fine.

"...My lawyer is prepared to tackle the National Enquirer in court..."

I remember when I was born, when I entered the oral stage. I remember my mother was there, she was a great help at delivery, and my dad was a stronger to me. He was very cordial that day, had on a nice suit (although I remember things were side by side). I recall that he shook my hand firmly and said, "Son, I'm your father. Can I ask the Mrs. to get you a drink?"

To be polite, I accepted and Brother, let's make mine a milk." That's the start of my oral fixation. From there it was all down hill. I was drinking heavily and cried when I couldn't get a bottle. It was quite some time before I could climb on the stairs, and the next thing you know I had the potty.

Some of you fared better than I and arrived at the anal stage without delay: getting out without permanent scars on one's buttocks (and if scars on one's behind) would be the problem. Freud conducted the anal stage because of the ego (remember the id, ego and superego?) and if the active role the child can manipulate (and to some degree control) his environment now that he can control his body. Erick Erikson, the eminent psychologist and historian, has expanded upon Freudian theory and changed the name to "The Ego Stage." Normally, a very constructive experience of this stage can occur when one survives the difficulties of the anal stage. Says Erikson, "Failure" in the anal stage, like failure on a freshman Civ exam, etched in my mind feelings of shame and doubt. This is most often the result of overprotective overcritical caretaking. Failure to control one's bodily functions during this stage may be translated later on into doubt that one is able to maintain control of one's life and oneself.

This is serious stuff we are dealing with! How many of us at age two were aware of the consequences of spilling our orals up and over to the bathroom floor? How many of us got off, waiting for some magical "anal stage reading period" until we concentrated our efforts? Whatever the case, Freud has associated with the anal character the traits of orderliness, parsimony and unambitiousness. How do you match up? Do you lightly make a ball of your socks and neatly lodge them, in rows by color, in the left hand bed? Can you still fill in your dresser drawer? Do you request that your own children announce themselves before entering your room? Is Felix Unger your idol? Are you stingy and miserly?

"The Cowl salutes Laura on her graduation."

Parsimony, for Freud, meant a stinginess or taciturnity of speech. Unambitiousness, of course, the refusal to alter one's point of view even in the face of contradictionary evidence. The clinical example of an anal character is Dicken's Mr. Scrooge.

"Whatever the case, Freud has

Whether you ponder on the parsimony of my professor to the superego? She says, "I enjoyed it alright."

"Whatever the case, Freud has

My lawyer is prepared to tackle the National Enquirer in court..."

"...My lawyer is prepared to tackle the National Enquirer in court..."

Working in teams of three or four, Laura and her colleagues observed procedural and policy problems and then recommended solutions. The word, "recommended" is important because the teams had no power to enforce that which they recommended.

A few of the things Laura learned while working and working in the capital were "aeronautics" and how to handle a microphone. She also learned how to live in the city, learn to drive a car and enjoy the capital city. Laura described it herself, "I learned a lot about government service. You have to be dedicated to your job because you could be working for four years towards a goal or a number of goals and a new administration can come along and make you undo all that you have accomplished.

How did Laura like her summer? She says, "I enjoyed it tremendously and would happily do it all over again."

Laura also recommends this program to anyone and everyone. The Student Counseling Center informed Laura of this program through a brochure the office received. PC nominates two candidates each year around Christmas time. Their applications are sent to the Department of Labor in Washington where a U.S. Labor Department official is also examined. Acceptances into the program is not given until the middle of May. The Cowl salutes Laura on her outstanding accomplishments and wishes the best of luck for the future which according to Laura, includes marriage and government service. With this internship experience behind her, we're sure she will be successful.
Meet Constance Howe

By Susan Young

Upon entering room 213 of Harkins Hall, on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon, one might wonder who the new face at the front of class is today. The class is General Law 101, and the professor is Ms. Constance Howe. Ms. Howe is one of PC's newest faculty members.

With Horner Hall of Kenyon College, a small liberal arts school in Ohio, from Kenyon, she graduated in 1978. Besides teaching here at PC, Ms. Howes is a former student at a Rhode Island school in England, especially Providence.

Constance Howes. (Photo by Sue MacMullen)

Ms. Howes has a warm and pleasant personality. She is not originally from this area, but she says she loves New England, especially Providence.

Teaching here at PC is a new experience for Ms. Howes. She says that she was pleasantly surprised by the PC student. She found her class well prepared and eager to participate in class discussions.

In her limited time here Ms. Howes enjoys playing tennis. She is not originally from this area, but she says she loves New England, especially Providence.

Ms. Howes has a warm and pleasant personality. We all welcome her to PC and hope that she has an enjoyable year.

Countdown

JRW Is Finalized

For the last 12 months of the 1984 CORE Committee has been putting together what hopes to be a memorable time. The committee consists of seven members: Mary Ellen Batcheller, chairperson; Mary Beth Alto, formal chairperson; Bob Ferreira, entertainment chairperson; Shari Sullivan, special events chairperson; Debbie Laviolette and Sharon Roveda, special events chairpersons, and Susan Olesak, ring chairman.

The CORE Committee made was to choose L.G. RaffiCo, to handle the designing and manufacturing of the rings. The design itself consists of seven members: Mary Ellen Westdyk and Barbara Blossom, ring chairpersons; Debbie Laviolette and Sharon Roveda, special events chairpersons, and Susan Olesak, ring chairman.

The Class of '83 CORE Committee would like to thank everyone who helped us in any way possible in the forming of this weekend. It would not have been possible without your assistance. THANK YOU.
by Maureen M. Malloy

Seniors, are you unsure of your vocation after graduation? The karmic mission of the 13 sun signs has some tips to steer you in the proper directio...
Season Tickets For Students!!
See 5 Exciting Plays for only $5.00! - if you subscribe NOW!
(That's a 75% Savings over Regular Prices!!)
Finally! The Kind of Savings You've Been Praying For!

Shakespeare Festival:
- A Trilogy of Kings

RICHARD III
October 29 - November 1
Presented by Providence College

RICHARD II
November 5 - 6
Presented by Brown University

HENRY IV, PART I
November 7 - 8
Presented by Brown University

CABARET
February 5 - 7, 26 - 28

DR. JEKYLL 
& MR. HYDE
April 16 - 18, 23 - 25

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE THEATRE 1981-82

SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM

YES! I want to subscribe to PROVIDENCE COLLEGE THEATRE'S 13TH SEASON. I wish to order...

RICHARD III
Oct. 29 □ 30 □ 31 □ Nov. 1 □

RICHARD II
Nov. 5 □ 6 □

HENRY IV
Nov. 7 □ 8 □

CABARET
Feb. 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 26 □ 27 □ 28 □

JEKYLL/HYDE
Apr. 16 □ 17 □ 18 □ 23 □ 24 □ 25 □

Subscriptions for the performances below at $5.00 per subscription, for a total of $ ________________

Deadline for Subscriptions: October 25, 1981

Checks payable to:

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE THEATRE PROGRAM
PROVIDENCE 02918

Name ...........................................
Address ...........................................
Phone ...........................................

Subscribe Now!
SUNDAY, SEPT. 11
THE FILM COMMITTEE
presents
The 1979 Award Winning
Foreign Film
"THE TIN DRUM"
AT THE LAST RESORT
SHOWS AT
7:00 AND 9:00
Admission
$1.00

TUESDAY, SEPT. 13
LAST RESORT
COFFEEHOUSE
with
"ALIAS"
FROM 8:30 - 11:30
COME AND PLAY IN THE
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE FOR THE B.O.G.
OCT. 18th TRIP TO BOSTON FOR THE
CHARLES RIVER REGATTA
AND FANIEL HALL
LEAVE P.C. AT
9:00 AM AND RETURN AT 5:00 P.M.
TICKETS ON SALE IN B.O.G. OFFICE
FOR $3.50

THURSDAY, OCT. 8
THE FILM COMMITTEE
presents
Movie of the Week
"AMERICAN POP"
at the LAST RESORT
SHOWS AT 7:00 AND
9:00
SQANARELLE
COMING!

THE B.O.G.
OFFICE IS NOW
LOCATED IN
LOWER SLAVIN CENTER
ROOM 101 (formerly the Gift Shop)

Office hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30-3:30
Flag Football Flash

Bert Division
Friar’s Desires 1 0 0
The Brothers 1 0 0
Fire on High 1 1 0
Superfreaks 0 1 0
Women from Meaghers 0 1 0
Last Minutes 0 2 0

Gavitt Division
Alaimo Division 2 0 0
Panama Express 2 0 0
Win One 1 0 0
Trogan 2 0 1
Kelly’s Heroes 1 1 0
Hustlers 0 1 1
Admiral Dick 0 2 0
P.C.P.H. 0 2 0

Sheedy Division
Lou’s Angels 2 0 0
Touchdown Bound 1 0 1
No Names 1 0 1
Imperial Death Commandos 1 1 0
Brickhouses 0 2 0
Mafias 2 0 2

Denning Division
Drawing Division 2 0 0
The Grippers 0 0 0
Burke’s Bombers 0 0 0
The Super 7’s 0 0 0
Dore Bellies 0 0 0

Alaimo Division
Panama Express 2 0 0
Win One 1 0 0
Trogan 2 0 1
Kelly’s Heroes 1 1 0
Hustlers 0 1 1
Admiral Dick 0 2 0
P.C.P.H. 0 2 0

Flag Football Flash

Sageley Division
Loj’s Angels 2 0 0
Touchdown Bound 1 0 1
No Names 1 0 1
Imperial Death Commandos 1 1 0
Brickhouses 0 2 0
Mafias 2 0 2

Gavitt Division
Alaimo Division 2 0 0
Panama Express 2 0 0
Win One 1 0 0
Trogan 2 0 1
Kelly’s Heroes 1 1 0
Hustlers 0 1 1
Admiral Dick 0 2 0
P.C.P.H. 0 2 0

Flag Football Flash

Calmed by Boston College

Rugby Team Hits Hard Over Weekend—But Comes Up Short

Last Saturday, October 3rd, the PC rugby team engaged in four very tough games against the Eagles of Boston College and the Boston Gentlemen Club team.

In their most impressive outing of the season, the Friar A team, using aggressive teamwork and finesse, outplayed a very strong Boston College team. PC dominated field-play throughout the entire game but came up on the short end of a 4-0 defeat.

The Providence B team also played an excellent game but also lost their contest with the Boston Gentlemen A's, 6-0. In an especially hard-fighting match, the game was decided on two penalty kicks. The Friar C team was also quite impressive but nevertheless could not overcome the Boston College B team, as they bowed 22-10. Lack of depth and experience can be described as the determining factor in all the Providence defeats.

After these three tough fought losses, a combination of the A, B and C teams took to the pitch and played the Boston College C team. Providence rose to the occasion and soundly defeated the Eagles, 48-9. Just about every team member shared in the scoring.

PC will be hosting Brown University this week in the first round of the New England College Tournament.

The Inquiring Photographer

Have you had any problems with your landlord?

BRIAN DUBUQUE ‘82
“My landlord is fair, efficient and eager to deal with our problems.”

JACKIE MARLOW ‘82
“Aside from the bright pink kitchen and the shower that falls down, we love this pit.”

ANN LOMBARDO ‘82
“The only time he shows up is to collect the rent. Meanwhile, many repairs are left undone.”

ANDY CERVINI ‘83
“It’s a case of mutual respect: We’ve had no problems.”

Marvin Barnes during his early days. Will he take another shot at the pros?

Friars in the News
Another Shot for Marvin Barnes

Reprinted from Providence Journal

Forward Marvin Barnes will let coach Larry Brown know today whether he will forego a guaranteed contract in Spain to try out for the New Jersey Nets, a club spokesman said yesterday.

Barnes showed up late Friday night at the nearby Suffern, N.Y., hotel used by the Nets during their preseason training camp, which opened Friday morning, according to spokesman Ted Pase. Barnes and Brown had a long talk, and the 6-foot-9 forward took off for his Providence, R.I., home without making a commitment.

Barnes has a two-year, guaranteed contract waiting for him in Spain, which would be automatically dissolved if he sets foot at the Ramapo College training center. Barnes is worried that he won’t make the team, and will be left without a job.

NUTS is great.

NUTS is the best scrub in the world to clean and wake up your skin. It’s part of our Z-line (Z for Zitz) system for oily or problem skin. Write or call for our free catalog. Send $1.00 for your Vi oz. trial NUTS. . . you’ll love it.

Mail to: natural cosmetics Dept.
200 Shames Dr., Westbury, N.Y. 11590
☐ Please send me___________Vi oz. trial size NUTS
@ $1.00 each (includes postage and handling) plus a free catalog.
☐ Please send me a free catalog only. To receive your catalog faster call toll free 1-800-645-6344 (in N.Y. 516-997-4630).

Name______________________________
Address_____________________________
City/State/Zip_________________________
rubba dub dub, thanks for the grub.
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Re-enter Mullaney

Hoopsters Prepare For Transition

By Richard Testa

Shhh! Don't say anything. Don't get excited. In fact, don't even look. The Providence College Basketball season begins in less than a month. Practice begins next Thursday. The head coach's name is Joe Mullaney. In fourteen seasons here (1965-1980), he had a 271-94 record. The Friars' schedule includes trips to Tuason and Dayton as well as the Big East. Recruiting started slowly, but PC got a couple of players to fill the vacancies left by the three graduated seniors.

If college basketball is big here at Providence, but maybe in about a month we put a three-mile course on an even keel with pre-season reality. They're gonna go all the way. "Abroad. They're gonna stall? Prepossessing. Let's be realistic for once. Most of us can't wait for the season to begin, but let's be realistic.

PC has a fabulous coach. His record speaks for itself. Yet he has really only seen a few Friars play before. He knows the recruits only by their names and stats. (In short, he has met them.)

They have a tough schedule again. While it is not the toughest every year at Arliss and at Dayton, two traditionally fine teams, as well as compete in the tough league in the Big East, Providence is a small liberal arts college that has a winning tradition in every major sport. This tradition, especially in basketball, has come about because of the talents of a few stars and the extra effort put out by reliable "winners." PC is not UCLA, U.N.C., or ND. Athletics does not run the college, rather adds to it. Example: Stan Wright, a 6'8" center from Maine will not be attending PC because he was not able to make it academically.

PC assistant coach Steve Hocker pointed out that the team's practice sessions are going to "get them in shape physically. It's going to take time to groom the team... it's going to take time for them to get used to the new system. Everyone's eager — the coaches, the players. We're going to look for help inside to go along with Sean Canty, Otis Thorpe, and Marlon Burns." Co-captains Billy Fields and Jim Thorpe, and Marlon Burns. "Believe in Providence." The team needs that more than anything else right now.

Lady Runners 2nd In Tri-meet

By Christine Merlo

On Saturday, October 3, the Providence College women's cross-country team opened their regular season by traveling to the Eagles of Boston College and Northeastern University. The girls posted impressive times for the three mile course, as sopomore standout Julie McGhee finished first in the individual standings. This was Julie's first race, as she is just recovering from an injury earlier last month. Providence seniors, Sue Rasteliff and Oona Mulligan followed in second and twelfth places respectively. PC finished second, as Boston College won easily with 25 points.

Lady Runners
P.C.'s "Gang of Three": Paula Monahan, Rita Fraser and Marilyn Noble lead the Lady Friars Field Hockey this season. (Photo by Stephanie Higgins)

Volleyball 4th In Tourney

It was a busy schedule for the Lady Friars volleyball team this past weekend. On Friday night, the team competed against Sigma Nu League, losing 8-15 and 15-8. That same night, they played on the road, losing 15-2 and 15-5 against Saint Anselm. The team played two straight games, and won two straight games.

Saturday morning, the Lady Friars traveled to the University of Massachusetts and competed in a tournament which consisted of 10 teams.

The first team they competed against was the University of Central Connecticut, in which the Lady Friars beat them two games straight, sending them over to the quarter finals. However, in the semi-finals, PC lost against the always tough University of New Haven team. These two played in a consolation game against the University of Rhode Island and were defeated two games once again.

The PC Lady Friars finished fourth overall, as the University of New Haven won the tournament.

This afternoon, the Lady Friars travel to Springfield to meet Central Connecticut. Then on Friday, October 9, it is on the road again, this time for PC to meet with Southern Connecticut.

CALL JEAN DIXON'S HOROSCOPES - BY PHONE*

You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the stars. Jean Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away - 24 hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call might just make your day.

Aries (March 21-April 19) ... 1-212-976-3151
Taurus (April 20-May 20) ... 1-212-976-3351
Gemini (May 21-June 20) ... 1-212-976-3252
Cancer (June 21-July 22) ... 1-212-976-3353
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) ... 1-212-976-3454
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) ... 1-212-976-3556

Forecasting a college game is much more important. It is wrong to expect anything, good or bad, from anyone at this point. Joe Mullaney is "starting over." He will be "watching the whole team." For PC program once again on November 30 at the Civic Center, when the regular season opens against Assumption. "Believe in Providence." The team needs that more than anything else right now.

Last week, the team finished seventh at the Rhode Island Invitational, competing against such schools as UMass, UNH and Brown. Next Friday, the Lady Friars will meet the defending champions from URI at the Rhode Island State Meet at Bryant College. The team is optimistic, especially after their fine showing this past Saturday.
Sports

Down Roger Williams, 27-6
McLean's 2 Touchdowns Sparks Friar Victory

By Joe DeFilippo

Backed by the running of sophomore Jim McLean and a very strong defense, the PC Friars defeated the Seahawks of Roger Williams College 27-6 on Saturday afternoon. The game was played here at Hendricken Field as Providence totally dominated the game from the second quarter on.

PC scored first on a 2-yard run by Jim McLean. McLean had an outstanding game, accumulating 102 yards on the ground on 17 carries. He now has a 100.2 rushing average in four games.

Carl Guglietta kicked the conversion and the Fighting Friars were ahead 7-0. Roger Williams then closed out the first quarter with a 25-yard pass from quarterback Ray Parris to split end Park Patterson. The kick for the conversion was blocked by PC and the score stood at 7-6. The missed conversion, which was the downfall of the Friars last week against Assumption, seemed to give Providence the momentum which they carried throughout the rest of the game.

In the second quarter, the Friar defense closed down the Seahawks' offense, and scored another touchdown to take a 14-6 lead into the locker room at halftime. This TD was again scored by No. 18 Jim McLean, on another 2-yard run. Guglietta again was successful on the conversion.

The second half started with the Friars kicking off, and on Roger Williams first play from the run back and Providence recovered. One play later, Mark Dooley, who was laying for the defensive player Chris Lamendola, hit Jim Hanewich with a 40-yard pass for a score to put PC up 21-6. Following this score the Friar defense redoubled and looked over the game. Sophomore Rusty Debec again enjoyed an outstanding game, intercepting two passes and making numerous tackles. In Roger Williams' next three possessions, the Friar defense ended up with the ball as a result of turnovers. The PC offense also could put together nothing and as a result the score stayed as it was until late in the game when Gary Rosadino raced in from a yard out to put Providence up 27-6. This turned out to be the final score of the game.

The win evened the Friars' record at 2-2 and dropped the Seahawks to 6-4.

Streak at 83
Friars Run Off Four Victories

By Chris Lydon

The word is out: the Providence College Cross Country team is a force that is going to have to be reckoned with when the National Championships are held in November. After soundly thrashing UConn a week ago, the team traveled to Franklin Park in Boston last Saturday and defeated Boston College, Northeastern, UMass, and URI, to raise its winning streak to 83, and live up to its number four ranking in the nation.

Again paced by Geoff Smith and Steve Binn, who covered the five mile course in 29:27, the Friars waltzed to six of seven places, and proved that there is no other team in New England that can compete on their level. Following the two Englishmen to the line were seniors Ray Tracy and Brendan Quinn in 23:56, freshman Richard O'Flynn in 23:58, and Charlie Breyag, seventh in 24:08.

As was the week before, the race was over by the mile mark, as the top six Friars passed 4:32. From there, with only one UMass runner hanging on, the pack went through two miles in 9:10, and continued to pull away from the rest of the field. By the four mile mark, Smith and Binn had made their break, and easily cruised on to victory.

On the cold and damp day, Coach Amato's runners once again proved that they have no equal in New England, and used the meet as a tune-up for the major test October 17 against Penn State and Arkansas. Captain Ray Tracy felt the performance was a good indication of how deep the team is this year. "This is a great start," said Tracy. "We haven't even seen our best performance yet, and we are going to really surprise a few people this year."

To the victors go the smiles—Tracey and Quinn breeze down the final straightaway. (Photo by Kevin Burke)

Settle Manhatttanville
Field Hockey Prevails

By Mary Beth Reynolds

This past Saturday the field hockey team improved their record to 2-1 by defeating Manhattanville College by a score of 6-2. In the second half, Lady Friars completely dominated the game by the scoring of three goals and the shutting out of Manhattanville.

Toward the end of the first half, sophomore Jackie Gladu started the scoring off an assist by04 VanSchadt. PC's next home game will be Wednesday, October 21, against the nationally ranked team from the University of New Hampshire.